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Abstract
A computer program was written to provide ~ digitized signal acquisition system
for electroencephalograms. In addition to digitizing and displaying the
electroencephalograms, the program stores the data on to a hard disk, performs real-time
signal analysis (power spectrum and entropy calculations), displays the results of these
calculations, and allows text annotation of changes in the recording conditions.. The
/
signal acquisition program has two modes of acquiring data: continuous and
synchronous. The continuous mode of signal acquisition allows uninterrupted recording
of electroencephalograms. In the synchronous mode, the data acquisition is triggered by
a stimulus given to the patient, thus allowing a comparison of the pre-stimulus
electroencephalogram to that of the post-stimulus period.
In order to demonstrate the flexibility of this program, especially its ability to
synchronize its data collection with another program, a phenomenoncalled event related
desynchronization (ERD) was studied. A simple question was formt!lated regarding the
information content of the EEG signal: does the classical measure of information content
in a signal, the entropy, correlate with the cognitive information required to point at a
visual target. This question was investigated using a task which was synchronized to the
data acquisition program, a feat that would have been nearly impossible using other
existing software. The task consisted of pointing to the location of a target, a square
area on the video display, which disappeared after being illuminated for 0.15 seconds.
The results of the statistical analysis performed on the experimental data indicate that.the
information content calculated from the electroencephalogram (the entropy) strongly
1
correlates with the information the subject must supply to complete the task.
.. .
2
;
1 Introduction
Electroencephalograms (EEG'~) are widely used clinically as a diagnostic tool.
./
An electroencephalogram is a multi-channel recording of electrical potentials measured
by electrodes placed on the scalp or directly on the -surface of the brain. These electrical
potentials typically manifest themselves as rhythmic waves in the frequency range of1
. '
to 30 Hz and are thought to be a reflection of the on-going neurological processes in the
localized area in the head on which the electrodes are placed. In a typical EEG
recording, many channels are utilized to assess the activity of the brain at various
locations.
<
Commercial EEG acquisition systems designed specifically for routine EEG
monitoring are available to acquire and analyze digitized electroencephalograms. These
systems perform their designed task very efficiently, but lack the flexibility needed in a
---_._--~._-
research environment. The commercial systems also rely exclusively on specialized
hardware controlled by proprietary software, not allowing any modification beyond the
standard acquisition methods.
To answer the need for a general purpose EEG acquisition program' sui~ble for
a research environment, a multi-purpose signal acquisition (MSA) program was written.
It is the goal of this the~is to describe in detail the software implementation of the multi- .
purpose signal acquisition program, its application' in an event related
desynchronization experiment, and the results of the event related desynchronization
experiment. First the physiological basis of electroencephalograms is presented, followed
by a survey of literature related to the event related desynchronization phenomenon.
3
This, introduction is followed by a detailed description of the multi-purpose signal
acquisition program. Finally, the methods utilized in the event related desynchronization
experiment, the results of the event related desynchronization experiment, and a
discussion of these results are presented.
Following the main body of the thesis, there are two appendices. Appendix A
contains examples of the hard copies from three of the four main screens that the multi-
purpose signal acquisition program can display. These figures illustrate the overall
layout of the user interface and data display. Appendix B contains illustrations of the
human anatomy that are referenced in the thesis.
The goals of a general purpose EEG acquisition program are, in pm, the same
as those-of-a specialized commercial system. Both must perform a few basic tasks:
1) Acquire digitized EEG data
2) Real time display of the data
3) Real time storage of the data
4) Some real 'time analysis of the data
The difference between a commercial diagnostic machine and a research machine is that
a general purpose system must allow as wide a range of collection parameters as possible
and allow many different modes of data collection. A specific example of a nonstandard
collection mode required in a research environment is the need for a synchronized data
collection mode. Many experiments involving EEG's require EEG recording which is
synchronized with a specific event such as presentation of a stimulus. Ideally, this
synchronization is controlled by a computer. The general purpose system should take
4
these situations into consideration while'allowing routine data collection ofEEG's to run
transparently.
. A multi-purpose signal acquisition program was!>written with the above goals in
mind. The program can be used for continuous EEG recording of up to 32 channels of
EEG to be collected with a maximum sampling rate of 100KHz. The program allows
data storage onto a mass storage medium and displays real time EEG's. Signal analysis
is performed on the electroencephalogram signal and the power spectrum of the EEG
signal calculated from the Fourier transform can be displayed. Furthermore, the entropy
of the signal, a classical measure of information content of a signal, can also be displayed
on the video monitor. The program provides options for hard copies of each screen that
the program is capable of displaying. The multi-purpose signal aqQtlisition program also
sets up a protocol for synchronized data collection allowing it to interface to any number
of other programs to achieve event triggered data collection/--
k
To demonstrate the utility of the multi-purpose signal acquisition program, the
phenomenon of event related desynchronization was investigated. Event related
desynchronization refers to a phenomenon where the amplitude of the power spectrum
of the EEG signal attenuates due to the presentation of a stimulus. 'The synchronous
data collection mode of the program was used to collect EEG data at specific times
during a target localization experiment'in which the subjects were asked to point to a
target (a square on the video display) which disappeared 1.0 second ~go after being
illuminated for 0.15 second. The entropy of the EEG signal was calculated during this
task and statistical analysis were performed to test the hypothesis that the information
5
content of the EEG Should correlate with the information content required to complete
-- .-_.-
the task.
I
---1
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2 Introduction to Electroencephalogram
In the following section, background information pertinent to the understanding
an electroeneephalogram and the. event related desynchronization experiment will be
presented. First, the physiological basis of an EEG will be presented with an emphasis
on the cellular mechanisms that may be responsible for the rhythmicity of an EEG. The
physiological basis of an EEG will be followed by two sections presenting information·
regarding the recording of an EEG. This fundamental material will be foJlowed by a
survey of literature on event related desynchronization, an phenomenon related to the
electroencephalograms. Finally, the concept of entropy is presented as it applies to
discreet time ~eries signal.
2.1 Physiological Basis of Electroencephalogram
The neuron is the basic building blOCk of the nervous system. It is capable of
receiving electrical information from other neurons and transmitting information to other
--
neurons. An illustration of a neuron can be seen on Figure 1 (modified from Gardner,
1968). The neuron consists of three sections: the axon (transmitters), the dendrites
(receivers), and the soma (the main body of the neuron). Diffuse networks of dendrites
receive the electrical signals from axons from other neurons. These signals are summed
at the soma and this summated signal determines whether an electrical peak is
transmitted along the axQn. Usually, there is only Q!le axon per neuron. An axon
terminates by making many connections to numerous dendrites.
The connection between an axon and a dendrite is called a synapse. The
presynapse (the termination point of an axon) secretes chemicals which affect the
7
electrical properties of the.
target dendrite. If the
synapse is inhibitory the
net result is hyperpolariza-
tion i and if. the synapse is
excitatory the net result is
depolarization2• The hy-
perpolarization and deptJ-
larization of the dendrite
membrane causes an inhib-
itory post-synaptic poten-
tial (IPSP) and an excitato-
ry .post-synaptic potential
AXON
(EPSP). The generation of Figure 1 An llIustration of a Neuron
IThe cellular membrane in a neuron is normally polarized such that the electrical potential
inside the cell is more negative than outside the cell. The sources of this polarization are the
active and passive ion transport mechanisms built into the cellular membrane. When a portion
of the membrane becomes hyperpolarized, the ion transport mechanisms are altered such that
the intracellular potential is even more negative than it normally is. Thus it inhibits the neuron
frQffiJe<J,ching the threshold potential and causing an action potential, the transmission
mechanism used by neurons.
2During depolarization, the passive and active ion transport mechanisms~e altered such that
the intracellular potential becomes less negative than it normally is. When the intracellular
potential reaches a certain threshold, other mechanisms are activated which actively transport
positive ions into the cell and cause the intracellular potential to be more positive than the
extracellular potential. The reversal of polarity due to the intracellular potential reaching the
threshold is called an action potential. This action potential then travels down the axon to reach
the presynaptic terminal and affect other dendrites.
8
the EPSP and IPSP can be seen schemati-
cally in Figure 2 (from DaIy and Pedley,
1990). During the generation of an
EPSP, the depolarization of the membrane
causes a net influx of Positive ions into
the cell, leaving the localized area "de-
pleted ll of positive ions. This area is,
,.' .. +\ EPSP
I· I c: .... '
+ ~ +
~.: ~ :,
'- )t?:l; I +~ ,
t \ P"fsynopttcl I +J fe'frMnol
14, + I
+ +
\: :J
therefore, more negative than the ~er
area of the neuron causing a dipole to Figure 2 llIustration of EPSP and IPSP
form with the negative terminal located at the source ofthe EPSP. Similar arguments
lead to dipole formation with the positive terminal at the source of the IPSP.
An electroencephalogram (BEG) is the recording of electrical potential as a
function of time measured by electrodes placed either on the sCalp or on the brain itself.
The EEG is presumed to be generated by postsynaptic pote~tials in the cerebral cortex.
J
Inhibitory and excitatory postsynaptic potentials cause a net extracellular current flow
resulting in a dipole -Whose duration may vary from 15msec to 200 msec. A simplified
schematic representation of how these dipoles may generate scalp potentials can be seen
in Figure 3 (from Daly and Pedley). Many researchers have suggested that an EEG is
the net summation of the resulting fields from these postsynaptic potentials. Electroen-
cephalograms are therefQre a reflection of the overall activity of a neuronal mass and is
by no means a reflection of individual neurons. Figure 4 (modified from Daly and
Pedley,1990) illustrates how dipole potentials from many different neurons summate to
9
I, '
form the electrical
potentials measured
at the scalp. In this
figure, PI andP2
are two -electrodes
at different loca-
tions which is
recording potentials
with respect to a
common reference
point located far
away. The individ-
11,111
IV
V
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Axon from
t!lalarnul
@
. ,
r:
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +
-·0·---'--"-'.~+ .
r0l-=Scalp r-i -=
Axon frOlll
contr,I'teral
cort.x
ual dipoles are
Figure 3 illustration of Dipole Formation' Due to Excitatory
and Inhibitory Post-Synaptic Potentials
folded along a
surface under the skull and affect the potentials recorded at both the PI and P2
electrodes. However, when the dipoles are farther apart, the potentials due to the
positive and negative terminals of the dipole cancel. It is important to note that it is only
due to the organized laminar surface .of the cerebral cortex (see figure BI in the
Appendix B for the an illustration of the brain and the location of the cerebral cortex)
that the individual dipole potentials summate rather than cancelling, as would be the case
If the neurons were randomly oriented.
Action potentials in axons are thought to contribute very little to summated scalp
10
potentials in the 1 to 20Hz band due to their short duration Oess than 1 msec) (Daly and
Pedley, 1990).
One characteristic
of electroencephalograms
is the presence of rhythmic
oscillations. Rhythmicity
in EEG's refers to a se-
quence of regularly recur-
ring wave forms which are
similar in shape and dura-
tion. The basis of these
oscillations is not yet 'well
understood but many mod-
Figure 4 An lllustration of How DipQle Potentials at
els have been developed in Various Locations Affect EEG-Recording at a Given
Location
an attempt to explain this
type of behavior. Giannitrapani (1970) suggested scanning mechanisms in the brain as
the source of these oscillations. He postulated that the brain is constantly scanning for
new inputs or stimuli, and hence rhythmic oscillations disappear after a stimulus is
presented.
Another mechanism, the "facultative pacemaker ll mechan~sm in the thalamus was
suggested by Andersen and Andersson (1968) as the source of alpha band oscillations (7-
12Hz) in the related cortical area. In this model, the oscillations originate in many
11
independent areas of the thalamus (see Appendix B). These oscillations are imposed onto
the different parts of the cortical areas via thalamocortical projections3• The activity
of the individual oscillators was assumed to be synchronized by the ·inhibitory phasing
by the thalamocortical relay cell (TCR). These TCR cells are connected to the inhibitory
!
interneuron, which then are assumed to deliver a synchronized inhibitory post-synaptic
.potentiallasting about 100msec to a large number of TCR cells in response to a burst of
action potentials by the TCR cells themselves. These inhibited TCR cells are then
assumed to recover in phase and to continue the cycle by firing in burst once again.
The facultative pacemaker model has been modified as additional research has
suggested that the TCR cells do not have electrical synapses to other TCR cells. Instead
an alternate mechanism which involves the nucleus reticluaris thalami (NRT), another
section of the thalamus (see Appendix B, .figure B2), was proposed by Steriade et al
(1987). In this model, the TCR cell still do map onto the cerebral cortex, but the
feedback loop is modified from that of the original facultative pacemaker model. The
cortical area which is excited by the TCR cells in turn stimulate the same area in the
thalamus. This stimulus causes the NRT cells to become excited. Since the connections
between the NRT and the TCR cells as well as between the NRT cells are inhibitory, the
TCR cells as well as the NRT cells go into deep hyperpolarization. The NRT cells and
the TCR cells recovers from the hyperpolarization and continues the cycle..
~alamocortica1 projections refer to a mapping of various brain functions from the thalamus
onto the cerebral cortex.
12
, '
2.2 EEG Technology
./ .
During a scalp electroencephalogram recording the electrodes are fixed onto the
patient's head by an adhesive, and a good electrical contact is achieved'by filling the
electrode (which looks like an upside-down cone) with electrQlytic gel. The signals
registered by these electrodes are amplified by the amplifiers (gain = 14,000 for
7uV/mm gain setting) and recorded onto paper by pens whose deflections in the Y
direction are proportional to the signal strengths. The paper scrolls at a known speed,
yielding an EEG which can be 'read' by a qualified physician. An example of a typical
EEG can be seen on Figure 4. This figure illustrates many aspects of a typical EEG
""\
recording session. Rhythmicity present in most electroencephalograms can be readily
seen. Many channels are utilized to get an overview of the neurological processes in
I
/
I
various sections of the brain. In an EEG that is to be read by a physician, each channel
f' '-
would be identified by a corresponding electrode location. In addition, the amplifier
gains and the state of the patient would also be noted.
Because the interpretation of an EEG is subjective, it is imperative that an EEG
performed at two different times can reproduce the same results. For this reason, many
I, •
standards have emerged which dictate the manner in which the electrodes are placed on
the head. The most widely used system is called the 10/20 system. The 10120 system
uses the nasion (bridge of the nose), the inion (back of the head), the vertex (apex of the
head), and the two earlobes as reference points to allow accurate measurement of the
dimensions of the patient's head. Fixed percentages (lO.and 20%, thus its name) of
these dimensions dictate.the placement of the electrodes. A full description- of the 10/20
13
)'
150 uV
Interference
Figure 5 An Example of EEG Recording
14
system will not be given
'. fRONT
here but can be found in
Daly and Pedley, 1990.
Figure 5 illustrates the
electrode placements in the
.10/20 system. In this
diagram the letter 0 indi-
cates an electrode record-
ing primarily from the
occipital area, P for the
TO~ OFHEAD
'.
parietal area, C for central
area, and FP for the front- Figure 6 Electrode Placements in the 10/20 System
opolar area. Figure B3 in Appendix B illustrate the locations and functions of each of
these sections of the brain
During an EEG recording session, the electrodes also pick up interfering signals
from many other sources, giving rise to electronic noise. There are many sources of
noise during an EEG recording: environmental noise, bioelectrical noise, and instrument
noise. One can never completely eliminate environmental noise, but it can be minimized
-by conducting the study in a shielded room. Also, since the frequencies of interest are
below 60Hz, high frequency filters placed in-each channel limit the bandwidth of the
interfering noise. The bioelectrical interference stems from many sources; muscle con-
tractions, eye movement, and heart beat are the primary sources of biolelectrical noise.
15
The interference due to the heart beat is often easy to identify because of its regularity.
A source of bioelectric interference, which will be especially important in the event
related desynchronization experiment, is eye movement. The eye can be viewed
simplistically as a dipole with the positive end at the cornea and the negativ~ end at the
---.-~--
retina. When stationary, the EEG will not detect the dipoledue to the high pass filter
on the amplifiers. However, when there is eye movement., the movement of the dipQle
causes huge AC fields to be generated causing high amplitude interference in the
electrodes near the eyes which, however, are easy to recognize. Myogenic potentials
<!-,-.'
(electrical potentials associated with muscle contractions) are also common cause of
bioelectrical interference. A myogenic potential that is especially important for BEG
recording is caused by contraction of muscles during clenching of the jaw. If the
interference is severe, it can completely obscure the BEG. The problem can be reduced
by calming the patient and asking the person to relax the jaw muscles (Daly and Pedley,
1990).
2.3 EEG Instrumentation
~
An EEG machine and the connections from the machine to the patient are
illustrated on Figure 7. As shown in this diagram, the electrodes placed on the patient's
head are connected to the EEG machine using a "jackbox" (there is one wire for each
electrode). Each amplifier in the EEG machine is a differential amplifier with both the
positive and the negative terminals (called G1 and G2) available for connection to any
of the electrodes placed on the head. It is typical to use one electrode placed on the head
as the reference point for the recording. This is normally referred to as the isoground
.'-
16
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analog to digital i
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montage
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etectrode~ I . Itest/calibrate I(optional)
Figure 7 Block Diagram of Major Functional Units of an EEG Machine
and is used as one of. the terminals for all differential amplifiers in the EEG machine.
Connecting the EEG machine amplifiers' positive and negative terminals to the electrodes
is achieved through a switch matrix called the electrode montage4 selector. The standard
manner in which each channel is configured is called a montage. The montage specifies
the sets of two scalp positions whose difference in potential will be amplified and
./
displayed as an EEG. There are many montages that are currently used. The specific
r
montage used in a given study varies with the effect that the physician is attempting to
see. In fact, it is common to change the montage in the middle of the study as the
techniclan varies the conditions of the study.
4TI1e definition of the word "montage" is jumble.
17
The traditional method of recording an EEG involves recording the multichannel
______~_.~.-0- __
EEG onto continuous EEG paper while marking significant events, such as changes i~
the montage or changes in the patient's physical state, directly onto the EEG paper.
After the EEG has been read by a physician, the entire record (360 sheets of paper/hr)
is stored, or in some cases the interesting segments are preserved via microfiche. -More
modern techniques involve digitizing ~e EEG signal using a multichannel analog to
digital converter and using a computer to manipulate and store the data.
Other methods of display include "brain mapping" in which certain properties of
EEG from different parts of the brain are displayed on a map of the head such as the one
illustrated in Figure 5.
2.4 Event Related Desynchronization
Event related desynchronization (ERD) classically refers to the--cattenuation in
amplitude of the EEG signal in response to a stimulu,s. Specifically, this is done by
quantifying the spectral power density in a specific frequency band at various times
before and after the stimulus. In many of the previous studies, the amount of
desynchronization was found to depend both on the location from which the EEG was
!ecorded and ~e difficulty of the task the subject was asked to perform.
Pfurtscheller and Aranibar(1976) were the first to quantify ERD results using the
power spectra of the EEG's. In their experiments, the ~pectra1 po~r d'ensity in the 7-
13Hz wave band was quantified in the baseline state and then during the easy, moderate,
and hard tasks. In each experiment, the subjects were given a stimulus consisting of an
audible click (used as a warning signal) followed by either a tone or a flash. During the
18
collection of baseline data the subjects were asked to not. actively respond to any
- ----- ~ -~---~-----~- ---._--- ---- .--- -- -~----~---
--~----
stimulus. The easy task consisted of a click followed by a tone which was to be turned .
off as fast as possible by pressing a button. In the medium difficulty task, the click was
followed by either a tone or a flash .and the subjects were asked to turn off the tone or
the flash by pressing a button. In the difficult task, the click was once again followed
by either a tone or a flash, but the subjects were to only press the button when they saw
or heard the predesignated stimulus. In these experiments, Pfurtscheller and Aranibar
found a strong dependence of the ERD on the task difficulty. The reduction in spectral
power density for the 7 - 13 Hz band was found to be 9% for the easy task, 16% for
the medium task, and 38% for the difficult task. This dependence of the ERD on the
,-
difficulty of the tas,k suggested that this phenomenon is related to cognitive process
known as attention. In addition, they also found that the ERD was larger in the central
area during auditory stimulation, and larger in the occipital area during the visual
stimulation. This is an expected result, since it is well known that the occipital area of
r..
( -
the brain is the one most highly involved with vision.
The functional significance of the ERD was studied by Van Winsum, Sergeant
...
and Geuze (1984). They theorized that if the ERD were a reflection of demand on
attentional proc~ses, then increasing the load \yould increase the amount of the ERD.
In their study, the three variables which affect the demand on attentional processes are
the cognitive load, the exposure duration, and the event rate. The subjects were
presented with a square with 2 letters and 2 stars inside the square (the load 2 condition).
They were instructed to determine, as quickly as possible, if the target (a. previously
19
defined letter) was present inside the square by releasing their forefinger from a touch
_,_~. ~_._ • ,_, ." __..... , .•_ ~.__". ~ ~ ~ ._,. • , e--- . _
sensitive pad. The cognitive load was increased by presenting the subjects with 2 letters
inside the square and asking them to determine if one of 4 targets were present (the load
8 condition). Each of the two cognitive loads was presented at two exposure durations,
300 and 1000msec, and each of these conditions was repeated for two different event
rates: fast=2000msec between trials, slow=6000msec between trials. They found that
increasin-g the cognitive load increased the amount and duration of the ERD. They
observed an approximately 35 % reduction in alpha power (spectral power density in the
7 to 13 Hz range) for the load 2 condition, and approximately 45 % for the load 8
condition. However, increasing the event rate decreased the amount and duration of the
ERD. The exposure duration had no effect on the duration nor the amount of ERD.
Boiten, Sergeant and Geuze (1991) further clarified the nature of the event related
desynchronization by incorporating Pfurtscheller and Berghold's idea of cortical
activation state (1988) into the quantification of ERD. They found that the subjects'
baseline alpha power is dependent on their activation state. Therefore, if the subject
performs under pressure, Or the stimulus is rep'~ated rapidly, as in fast event rate
experiment performed by Van Winsum et al (1984), the activation states of the subjects
is already high. Since the amplitude of the EEG is already attenuated, the additional
attenuation due to the stimulus is small. Boiten asserted that an ERD is dependent not
only on the cognitive load, but on energetic processes (activation states) as well.
2.5 Entropy
In communication theory, there is a quantity called entropy, which, like its
20
thermodyItamic counter-part, is a measure of randomness_.. :Ei~'!Y~Y.~._unII~~__tll~r!!1-.9-= .. _
-----_._----.----.,-'_.__...-;------.--_.._-------_..--.--'.,"--------_..._-_ .._-._--------..-- .._-....,_.._-_._----.....----..._-----_.- _. - . _.- :
dynamic entropy, the concept of entropy as applied to signals is a measure of information
>
content in a given signal. This basic concept was introduced by Claude Shannon in his
paper "The Mathematical Theory of Communication." Entropy is defined as the
following formula (defmed here for signals with discrete states):
N
s=- ~ P(OlogP(l)
'-I
(1)
where i refers to a state that the signal can assume, Pj is the probability of the i'th state,
and N is the total number of states allowed in the signal. This form of entropy was
chosen by Shannon since it had a number of desirable properties.
One of the properties of entropy should be that given two independent signals
being transmitted on the same channel, the entropy should be additive. Quite simply,
'-
this must be true since the-probability of two independent trials is muliplicative. Another
property is that a uniform probability distribution function should give the highest
entropy, assuming the same number of states. From the above definition of entropy, it
is easy to see that, given many channels with the exact same properties and varying
probability distribution, the channel with the highest entropy is the channel with the
flattest probability distribution function. For example, given a channel with five
elements with the probabilitY distribution function Pl j = {0.1, 0.1, 0.6, 0.1, 0.1} and
another with P2 j ={0.2, 0.2, 0.2; 0.2, 0.2}, then Sl =0.533 whereas S2=0.699. This
)
observation can be understood qualitatively through an extreme example. Consider two
......- ..
21
,channels three 3 elements (letters A, B, and C) are possible. Assume that channel I has
.,.-----_._---..~-~ --~ --,----
----~--------------- -~------~----_.
the probability function {Pa=0.1, Pb =0.1, Pc =0.8}-~dth~t chan;el'2-has-theprobabiliiy----
function {Pa=0.333, Pb=0.333 Pc=0.334}. As we are receiving data from channell,
I
it may look like this: ACCCCBCCCCCCBCCCACCC and so on. Due to the high
probability of C, very little unique information can be transmitted over channell. The
.fact that another C was received give very little' additional information since most
sequences wi11look like ACCC or BCCC. On the other hand, in channel 2, each letter
is equally likely, thus. allowing many more unique combinations. In this case, if the'
sequence ACCC were received, then the sequence of three C's may be the key link in
decoding a unique code.
Given that entropy, as used in communications, is a measure of information
content, it would be interesting to see if the same holds f~r the signals present in an
EEG. A difficulty, however, arises in attempting to apply the concept of entropy to a
time series. For a time series, there is no well defined manner in whic~ to describe what
is meant by a state, nor is there an obvious way to calculate the probability distribution
function. Historically, the normalized power spectrum has been used as the probability
distribution function, with the different frequencies being the states that the signal can
assume. The power spectrum is easy to compute and normalize, and frequency domain
analysis is a natural method of performing signal analysis. However, the use of the
averaged power spectrum has a number of potential problems. First, given two
~
independent signal sources, using the power spectrum as the probability"function does not
.1 r
yield an entropy which is additive. This is true because the average power spectrum,
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unlike probabilities for independent events, are additive, not multiplicative. Therefore,
_"':"_'.'-~._.__..(-- -.-..._._.._._.:....... _ ...~_.. _-_.__..-.- ..-.-_.._~---'--_..__._-~-_ ...~ '-"-'--"'''-''---''-' _ ...- ..._--.-''''---
the entropies of the sum of two signals (which are logarithms) will not be the sum of two
entropies calculated from the individual signals.
In'fact there are many different probability distribution functions which could be
""-
used to calculate entropy. For example, in the case of a channel sending digitally coded
ASCII text, the entropy can be calculated using the distribution of instantaneous signal
amplitude as the probability function. Aprobability function, and ultimately an entropy,
could be calculated for the states 0 and 1, but it would not have any meaning. The main
factor in trying to determine what is the best probability distribution function to be used
with entropy depends on the actual mechanism of communication. If it is believed that
the amplitude is indeed the mechanism by which the channel is communicating, then it
would seem likely that an amplitude hi.stogram would achieve the best outcome. In the
case of digitally coded ASCII characters, it would not be appropriate.
In the case of EEG's, others have performed experiments which suggest that there
is a correlation between the entropy and the desynchronization of an EEG when the
power spectrum of the EEG signal is utilized as the probability distribution function. It
seems logical" then, to use the power spectrum as the probability distribution function
based on previous history. Inouye et al (1990) applied the concept of entropy to quantify
regularity of an EEG. Because regularity of any signal implies peaks in the signal's
pow-et spectrum,' they asserted that the regularity of the EEG could be quantified by
entropy. For rhythmic EEG's, the entropy of the EEG should be low, whereas an
irregular EEG will result in a high ~ntropy value. To study the validity of their
23
hypo1l1esis, they compared the entropy ofEEG's during rest and with those observed dur-
ing desynchronization due to mental arith~etic. They found that the entropy did increase
during mental arithmetic, thus demonstrating that entropy is a measure of EEG
~egularity .
('
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3 Detailed Description of Multi-Purpose Signal Acquisition Program
----_..__•.._. "'-_.' •.._, .. _-,.....~ .....• '--_.•._-_.._~ •._-_ ..•_~-_.~.__._----_."._._.•~-~-~. ---_.. --'> -------_..__..-;------_.."; ._--~... -•. _----_...- -,._---_.~_ .._--_._----.--~-
The goal of the multi-purpose signal acquisition (MSA) program is to provide a
flexible EEG signal acquisition system suitable foi a research environment. The MSA
. ,
program achieves this goal by allowing a wide range- in data collection parameters and
providing two modes of data collection: the continuous mode and the synchronous mode.
\
The program is capable of displaying the digitized data onto a video monitor, storing the
r
data onto a hard disk, and performing real-time signal analysis. In this chapter, the
various aspects of the program including the progra~ming philosophies, 9ata acqt.!isition,
data storage, and user interface are discussed.
3.1 System Overview ,.
Before the data collection can begin, the electrodes must bepl(~he patient's
head and the desired montage should be selected. Once the patient is set up for a data
collection session, the program can executed. In its normal mode of operation, the MSA
program is driven by either a VAXStation 3100" or a Micro VAX II/CPX (these
computers were chosen mainly because they were the computers available). The analog
to digital converter gets its analog inputs from the J6 jac12 on an EEG machine. The
d~gitized EEG \,Vaveforms are displayed on a video monitor and stored onto a hard disk
at the user's option. The display can be changed to show the real time fast Fourier
transform (FFT), trend plots for the FFf, and trend plots for the entropy. An illustration
5 The J6 jacks (phono jacks) of an EEG machine.are connected to the amplifiers in the EEG
machine. The gains of the amplifiers are controlled by the gain controls for the pen on the EEG
machine. The J6 gain is 100,000 for a 1 uv/mm pen setting. For other gain settings, the gain
of 100,000 is divided by the uv/mm pen setting. In a typical study, 7 uv/mm is used giving an
amplifier gain of 14,286. Therefore, a 10uv signal will be amplified to 0.143 volts on a J6 jack.
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of these display modes can be seen in Appendix A. As can be seen from these
_._- -- --- ---_---<._----- ~----
--- - ~ - ------- -----....,...-_._"••~_._."_.__ ..•".~---. -_·,,·_,---,~·__._---, .I_.· • • •__•• ........---__. _
illustrations, the diaplay has three main sections: the data display section (which displays
the EEG, FFT, or entropy), the menu, and the information d,isplay section (which shows
pertinent informa~arding current status of the EEG recording).
The MSA. program l1as two main modes of acquisition: continuous and
synchronous. In the continuous mode, data collection, storage, and analysis continues
until the user presses the exit button. In the synchronous mode, data collection occurs
only after the proper protocol for synchronous data collection has been completed. As
in the continuous case, the exit condition is indicated by the push of a button. A
simplified block diagram illustrating the overal:l flow of the program can be seen in
Figure 8
Since the two computers that are supported by the multi-purpose signal acquisition
program utilize different data transfer methods, the software had to accommodate both
-
types of data transfer. The microVAX has a QBus interface which is a bus specific to
some computers manufactured by the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). The data
transfer via the Qbus is accomplished using the Laboratory 10 (LIO) routines. The LIO
routines are subroutines provided by DEC to aid the task of interfacing various peripheral
equipments to a microVAX computer. The VAXStation has a Small Computer Standard
Interface (SCSI). Since the analog to digital converter used with the VAXstation (IOtech
ADC488) has. a IEEE488 bus, a SCSI to IEEE488 converter had to be used to
communicate between the VAXStation and the Iotech ADC488. Queued 10 services (a
part of VMS system services) was utilized to send out SCSI command to the SCSI to
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IEEE488 converter. These commands were then interpreted and translated to the proper
--- ------- --- ----- ----------------_.._- --- -_.- -~---- - - . -----_._------,,----------~ ------'-~-------- ---
IEEE488 command and sent out to the Iotech ADC488. The hardware and software
configurations for each of the central processing units can be seen on Table r
Table 1 Summary of Hardware and Software Configurations for the CPU's
H'·,<,···"L¥.,4.. ,." ..~ 'n¥~ ",'if .j..,.•.•. , SiLt twsM,,'·,·2S&HhBi..??d¥d! #"5& ... 1+'1\0#-' ~_.4 .j
I
CPU
Bus
Software
Micro VAX II/GPX
. Qbus
LID services
(Laboratory 10)
VAX Station 3100
SCSI bus wI SCSI to
IEEE488 converter.
QI0 services
(Queued 10)
AID Conv. ADQ32 on Qbus IOtech ADC488 with
IEEE488 interface
Graphics
Prog.
Language
X Windows
VAX FORTRAN
X Windows
VAX FORTRAN
IW9- lh +1&* 5&§d1§Uj'¥$ ft¥Bii1tf 'hi tM--(§iIMV$
3.2 ProgrammIng Philosophies
The program can be viewed as a continuous main loop with numerous event
handlers. The status of the program is kept in the status registers. The event checkers
will update these registers, and the event handlers will take appropriate actions based on
these registers. The main loop is asynchronous, meaning that the program will not halt
the execution of the program while waiting for the data buffer to be filled before
proceeding. This allows other events to be serviced in an efficient manner and
maximizes the time allocated to the rate limiting steps such as the data storage routines
27
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Figure 8 Simplified Flow Diagram for the Overall System
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and the analysis routines. Soliciting user input is also handled asynchronously using
-----,-- ---_. --------- -- -------- -- ----_._-:----_. ----_._~.-..- ------~ --_._-~----_._-----_._---------
either the VMS queued 10 (QIO) services or the X Window event checker. This is
absolutely essential for real time data collection becau~e if the program were to wait for
input from tpe user, the incoming data stream could overflow the data buffers resulting
in an error condition and loss of data.
The digital input buffer which accepts the digitized data from the AID converter
is a linear storage array. A square array6 of the form A(1000,32), with the first index
representing the point number and the second index representing the channel number,
could have been used since it is easier to handle, bllt it has a major drawtJa~k. The
\
maximum number of points per channel that can be handled by the square buffer is 1000.
If high frequency sampling on a small number of channels is desired, the square array
is severely limited by the fact that the maximum number of points per channel is 1000,
regardless of how many channels are being used. The linear array A(32000), on the
other hand, can handle any combination of sampling rates and numbers of channels
whose product does not exceed the maximum array size. The use of a linear array places
the burden of demultiplexing the ·data onto the subsequent routines, but the flexibility
gained by using a linear array is well.worth it.
3.3 Data Acquisition from the AID Converters
)
/
Both the ADQ32 and the ADC488 are supported in one program. The program
~
automatically chooses- which AID converter is appropriate by checking the type of CPU
f"
6TIle internal storage of a square array in FORTRAN is indeed linear with one additional
number to take care of the indexing required to make it a square array.
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'that it is running on. Knowing that the ADQ32 converter must have a QBus interface,
and knowing that the Micro VAX II is the system with the QBus, the ADQ32 converter
is automatically chosen if the program is running on the Micro VAX II. Similarly, the
ADC488 converter can interface to the VAXStation, but not the Micro VAX and
therefore, the ADC488 is selected if the program is running on the VAXStation
/)
Although it is possible to get each data point from an AID converter as it is
converted, it is not economical due to the software overhead associated with displaying
and processing a piece of data as well as the overhead associated with the data transfer.
Instead, it is much more efficient to get data in small chunks. A convenient unit of time
for this purpose is one second. In keeping with the conventions used with the EEG, the
basic unit of time will be referred to as one epoch.
The analog data is converted into a two byte binary number in 2's complement
format by both the ADQ32 and Jhe ADC488 converters. This number can be converted
I
to a real voltage by simple conversion factors. The data stream received from the AID
converters are channel multiplexed, meaning that the data from all of the channels from
one conversion fills the consecutive memory locations.
3.3.1 ADQ32 Converter
The ADQ32 converter, used with the Micro VAX II has a QBus interface, and
its data is accessed via the LIO (Laboratory 10) _library routines. The concept of
enqueueing and dequeueing buffers is an integral part of the LIO routines. The data
transfer is initiated by enqueueing a buffer. From this point, DMA (direct me~ory
access) begins and the digitized data will be placed into the appropriate location in the
30
\buffer as it is converted by the ADQ32 converter. When the requested buffer is filled,
___••.__._.. __c • __ .• _. • __. _ .;-__._. ---~-_••------------- -------------------------
the buffer can be dequeued from the DMA and processed. The flow-diagram for data
acquisition from the ADQ can be seen on ?
Using multiple enqueue statements, the ADQ32 converter can be set up for
continuous data collection. Many buffers are enqueued in sequence with the flag 'hold
DMA.' The last enqueue statement is enqueued without this flag and the dir_ect memory
access begins. The buffers are filled in the order in which they were enqueued, and can
be accessed by dequeueing them. The buffer can be dequeued in one of two ways. The
program can halt a.t the dequeue statement and wait until the buffers fill, or just continue
',.
with the program regardless of whether or not the buffer is ready to be accessed. In the
--,
case of not waiting for the buffer to fill, the dequeue statement generates a coded status
byte if the buffer is not yet ready, Invoking the dequeue statement with the don't wait
flag allows the MSA program to continue the execution of the program even when no
additional data have been acquired, thus achieving an asynchronous main loop.
In the MSA program, the ADQ32 converter is used with 32 buffers each capable
of holding 1 second of digitized c1ata. The buffer size is variable, dependent oo_the_
sampling rate and the number of channel being utilized. With 32 buffers enqueued, the
..d
main loop can fall behind7 the ADQ32 converter by 31 seconds and still have non-
7There are many reasons why the CPU can fall behind during data collection. If the analysis
of ~e data (FFr, entropy calculations and so on) or the storage of the data tq the disk takes too
long, the CPU may not be able to keep up with the data collection. The program can catch up
if the request for the data analysis is turned off, or the data storage is disabled temporarily.
However, if the situation is not corrected, the program will eventually run into a data overrun
error.
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Figure 9 Flow Diagram for Data Acquisition from the ADQ32
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corrupt data. However, to guard against data corruption, every dequeue statement is
.... '--_.~--~'-"'--'-----"-"-""--'-'~'-"--~'-'-------_.,-_ ..__.-_..._~
checl(ea-for- ri~fier·-ov~thinertor-;~a-Condftion-ln-whrch~the::dita--rrom-Hle-AEfQ"32-:------
converter have overflown the enqueued buffers. If such a condition exists, the subroutine
returns with an error flag and the program exits.
3.3.2 ADC488 Converter
The 10 Tech ADC488 converter used with the VAXStation 3100 is very different
. .
from the ADQ32 converter in its method of data transfer. Because the VAXStation does
not have an internal bus controller, it is incapable of DMA. Rather than relying on
DMA for data storage, The VAXStation relies on the ADC488 converter's internal ring
buffer to internally store the converted data. Once in the buffer, the main program c~n
access the data by requesting the data via the IEEE488 bus. A data overrun error results
if the ring buffer is filled up and data becomes corrupt. The amount of time the CPU
can fall behind before data overrun occurs is variable. The ADC has 256K bytes of
internal buffer. Assuming a sampling rate of 250Hz collected for 16 channels, the data
is converted at 8000 bytes per second. This allows a 31 second time lag by the CPU
before the data overrun error condition is reached. The allowed time lag is smaller for
higher sample rates. The data transfer to and from the ADC is achieved through the
queued 10 routines. The VMS QIO routines send the data transfer requests via the SCSI
bus to the SCSI to IEEE488 qOTech SCS1488) converter, which in tum controls the
IEEE 488 bus to access the ND converter. Similar to the dequeue statements, the QIO
routine can also operate in either synchronous or asynchronous modes. In the
asynchronous mode, the QIO request is submitted and a VMS event flag is associated
•
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with the request. When the ADC has completed the requested conversions and the data
d .j
--------~--- --------_C-transter is-complete-::the-e~nCfl~g=will=-b~-;~tt~- sig~al-tti~~1;~Pl~ti~~~~f-ili-;-;q;;t.-----
Therefore, when the main loop calls the· subroutine to get the d~~, the subroutine first
checks the status of the event flag. If it is not set, the subroutine exits. If the event flag
_ _ .-J
is set, then it takes the appropriate actions and resets the event flag for future use. A
flow diagram for data collection using the ADC488 converter can be seen on Figure 10.
The flow diagram for the setup of the ADC488 converter can be seen on Figure 11. .
-Two data buffers are utilized in the data transfer from the ADC. In fact these
two buffers are a subset of the buffers utilized by the program for data transfer from the
ADQ32 conv~rter. 8 As soon as one buffer is filled, the other buffer is queued for data
transfer. While the new data is being transferred into the buffer, the data that was just
acquired can be processed in parallel, achieving maximum efficiency. A serial poll of
the ADC is conducted at the end of each transfer to check for a data overrun condition.
If a data overrun condition is detected, the subroutine will return with an error condition
flag set.
3.4 Synchronous Data Collection ---..
In many cases it is desirable to collect an EEG synchronized with a certain event.
This is especially true in a research environment, since the changes in an EEG due to
8Since the ADQ32 and the ADC488 cannot be used simultaneously, it is logical to use the
same array declaration for the data buffer to be utilized by the ADQ32 and the ADC488
converters. In addition to keeping the executable image to a minimum, this affords the luxury
of not-having to have special case handlers for the data from each AID converter in the analysis
routines. Of course, this is only possible because both AID converters give the data in similar
format.
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various stimuli provide valuable information. The synchronized data collection mode
~ns simultaneously with another program which provides the stimulus to allow the
. .
collection pre and post trigger data of known duration. The pretrigger data can serve as
the baseline before the stimulus. Having access to the baseline EEG before each trial is
extremely important because the baseline EEG is highly. variable. A protocol for
synchronizing the data collection program with another program controlling the stimulus
has been incorporated into the MSA program. This protocol automates the data
collection step, thus yielding more reproducible results while speeding up the data
"'\.'
j
collection process.
Synchronization of the data acquisition to the execution of another program
utilizes a feature of the VAX FORTRAN language called the shared common block. The
shared common block is a set of variables which can be accessed by any program
running on the system, assuming that the system has the proper structures defined and
installed, and th~t the program wishing to access the shared common block is linked with
the shared common option enabled. In the systems running the MSA program, an array
declared as common_byte(I0000) , which is a part of the installed shared common image,
is used for synchronization. Only the Common_bytes 2, 5, and 6 are utilized by the
MSA program for synchronizing data collection; other sections of the common block are
used to pass basic demographic information such as filenames and the results of real time
analyses.
The Protocol utilized for synchronous data collection is shown on Figure 12. The
bytes 2, 5, and 6 are all reset to 0 (zero) at the beginning of the program. The
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common_byte(S). Common_byte(S) is the signal from the stimulus program that it is
finished with its task, and that the value of common_byte(6) is now valid. Com-
mon_byte(6) holds the coded status of the trial which was just completed. At thIS point,
the index me is updated with the pr~per values of coded status byte, and com-
mon_byte(S) is reset indicating that the acquisition program is ready to continue.
During the synchronized data collection, the delays associated with the recognition
of a triggering signal, and the delays associated with actually triggering the ADC are
important. If these delays become too long, acquiring the data in this manner is not
appropriate. The worst case delay associated with the recognition of the triggering signal
by the MSA program is the time required for the program to go through the main loop
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once when it is idling.9 This delay was found to be less than 1 msec by allowing the
",-~,._-'-_._-'-------------
program to idle and measuring the time required for the program to execute the loop
1000 times. The delay 'associated with the actual triggering mechanism was estimated
in the following manner:
1) ADe was set up to trigger off a TIL pulse
2) a pulse generator output was used to trigger the ADC. The same signal was used
as input to the ADC.
3) The acquired data was examined to see how far into the pretrigger period the
pulse extended. This would be the time ADC required to actually recognize a
---------- ------
trigger signal.
This calibration experiment was performed with the ADC sampling at 10KHz to give
better time resolution. The time required for the ADC to recognize the trigger signal and
begin data collection was found to be less than 0.1 msec. The total delay, therefore, is
approximately 1msec. Considering that a typical sampling rate for EEG acquisition is
250 Hz, the 1 msec delay is not significant.
3.5 Data Storage
Storage of the data is a very important aspect of a data acquisition system. How
the data are stored and the manner in which it can be retrieved has a significant impact
-~
\
on how useful the data are in the futUre. If the steps required to retrieve the data are too
/
cumbersome, the data are unlikely to be utilized to its fullest extent. With this thought
-,
9Idling refers to the state in which the program is waiting for the data buffers to be filled.
Therefore, the main program is executing the loop, just checking the status of'the various status
flags but not processing any data.
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in mind, one of objectives in designing the data storage scheme was the ease with which
the data can be accessed.
Four files are always created by the MSA program: the 2's complement file, the
,i
index file, the label file, and the calibration file. The 2's complement file contains the
raw data as it is converted by the AID converters. The index file contains the
supplemental data pertaining to each epoch in the 2's complement file. Both the 2's
",
complement file and the index file are updated every epoch in which data storage is
requested. The label file contains the annotations for the marks created by the user, and
the calibration file contains basic calibration information such as gain, offset, and filter
-
settings for each channel. All of these files are opened with the shared option, allowing
multiple programs to access the data simultaneously. This is desirable since an analysis
program can access the data as it is being created and perform very complex data
manipulations which cannot be performed real time. Since the access to the data can be
performed across the VAXCluster network, another CPU can be utilized to perform the
complex analysis.
The two's complement file is a direct access file which contains the raw data
exactly as it is converted by the AID converters. The two byte integer number (in 2's
complement format) is written out as a linear stream into the file. The data is channel
multiplexed, just like the buffers used in the data acquisition, resulting in the'following
arrangement:
chl(tl), ch2(tl), ... chN(tl), chl(t2), ch2(t2) .... chN(t2) and so on.
where N channels of data are being recorded and t1, t2 ... ti are the time of data
40
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'-- conversion.
c--------c-------.-.--~-----OTth~fo~r-fi1es, the-2's"complement fiie-is by1ar-tlie)argesCfiIe:---me time-.------
required to write to the 2's complement file is a serious concern because it may be the
J limiting factor in determining the total bandwidth of the signal that the program can
handle. During the start-up of the program, the user has the option of allocating a
section of the disk which is contiguous (best try) for data storage. The allocation of the
disk space may take a significant amount of time (up to 1 min for very large files), but
it allows the datastorage to be executed very quickly and hence reduces the possibility
of a buffer overrun. Although the time required for data storage may not be a problem
at lower sampling rates, it may be a concern at the typical sampling rate of 250Hz
utilizing 16 channels, where 8K bytes of data need to be written every second. Of
course, with higher sampling rates, the problem grows linearly. There are a few options
on how the data are written to the /disk. The slowest option is a formatted write
statement. Not only does formatted write increase the number of bytes required for the
data (a two byte integer requires up to 6 bytes of ascii text to represent it), it is
inherently slow. It would, however, have the advantage that review of the raw data
•would be extremely easy, but the speed constraints make it an undesirable method.
Another method is provided by the LIO routines. In the similar manner in which buffers
were enqueued for data transfer, a buffer could be enqueued to be stored onto a disk.
Once enqueued, data storage would take place in parallel with the main routine and the
whole process would be transparent to the main routine. However, the resulting file is
,
called the pseudo-device file which has to be translated back to a readable format off-
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line. The whole process is too cumbersome, and therefore is not desirable. The method
_______~ •. ._._. ~ _.~__~_,__~ • • ., , . .....•__~__._4 ~ •. .._. • ~_.--,,__.. ---,,'~
chosen,was the unformatted write which is quick enough to allow typical data collection
to proceed with a'significant margin, and at same time, results in a binary file that can
be r~d easily by any FORTRAN program.
j
Each 2's complement file has an index file associated with it. The index file
, ,
contains information re arding the parameters associated with the data collection. It is
a fixed length (60 b
pertinent to'all epoc
" .
es) direct access file. The first four records contain information
J
, such as the sampling rate, number of channels utilized, which
A(,D converter was utilized, the frequencies of the band pass filters used by the EEG
machine, and the setup of the AID converters. Currently, only the first record holds
valuable information. The second, third, and fourth records could be used to expand the
capabilities of the acquisition program without modifying the me structures. Starting
with the fifth record, each record in the index file corresponds to a record in the 2's
complement file. It contains the record number in the 2's complement file which
corresponds to the record in the index file, the total number of epochs that have passed
during the data collection, the time of the day, and various event codes of which only a
few are used by the acquisition routine. IO The event codes are used to create marks
which indicate the duration of time during which an event occurred. For example, if the
patient fell asleep for a period of time, it would be appropriate to note that condition.
The beginning of a mark is indicated by setting the event number equal to the mark
lone data analysis program is concurrently being developed by Jay Shils, a PhD candidate
at University of Pennsylvania, bioengineering department. In his program he utilizes the other
event codes to mark epochs of interest.
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number in the index file. The mark is closed by, once again, setting the event number
-~----- --- ~-----'eq~al' tc; th~-~~k -~~'~b~~ thatis'being-Closed.-TheevenFnumoer fsO otfierwrs~NOte--·- -----.
that in this way, it is possible to have more than one mark open at anyone time. The
text annotation for the mark: along with the mark number, is written out to the label file
for future use. The label file contains the text annotation for each mark. Since the time
required to update the label file is insignificant, it is written out as an ASCII file for ease
of handling.
3.6 User Interface
The MSA program has two modes of user interface: graphical and non-graphical. L
The graphical interface is implemented in the X Window programming environment.
In the graphics mpde, the user can see the EEG displayed on the screen as it is being
collected, and using a menu, change the attributes of the display as desired. The user
can also choose to store or not to store the data that are currently being collected and
, ,
choose to utilize one of the on-line analysis routines. The non-graphics interface allows
\
the user to store or not to store data, and open, .close, and annotate marks (to be
, discussed later). The non-graphics mode has the advantage in that the program can be
run from an ASCII terminal, allowing great flexibility in the program's application.
3.4.1 X Windows Interface
The main window labeled EEG Acquisition contains the bulk of the information
regarding the status of the acquisition program. The top 90% of the window is dedicated
to the display of the EEG data (see Figure Al in the Appendix A). The bottom portion
contains the information regarding the status of the acquisition and parameters pertinent
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. .
to the display. The seconds per screen number gives information on how many seconds
-----.. _--_ ..
of data are being displayed on the scr~~'The li~e-at-theb'ottom lsanlnmcatorrot how·--'---·
/
long a one second duration is. J'he elapsed epochs gives the total number of epochs
.
elapsed since the beginning of,the program, and the stored epochs gives the number of
I
epochs that have been stored onto the disk. The display of an EEG on the screen \\ffiS
implemented with emphasis on speed. In the simplest case, a line is drawn tlfrough each
point utilizing the draw_lines routine,u As m~ore data are placed onto the screen, not
every point will fit onto the screen. Since there are more points than pixels available for
displaying the data, a decimation in time method is used. In this method, only 1 in N
co~secutive data points ~s displayed. The net result is the same as reducing the sampling
rate to a fraction (liN) of the real sampling rate for display purposes. For example, if
~?"""
he current sampling rate is 250Hz, and only 1 in 3 points were displayed, the resulting
display would look as if the data were sampled at 113 of 250Hz. An alteciative method
for displayiag the data is to attempt to display every point. If every data point were to
be drawn,several points would overlay in one x position, giving the display a jagged and
uneven appearance while placing additional load on the CPU. Although this method
would allow the display to show signals up to the Nyquist frequency, it is'not necessary,
because in typical EEG acquisition session the data is oversamplet:hnd the frequencies
of interest are far below the Nyquist frequency.
Marking epochs is an important feature in an EEG collection program. In a
.liThe drawJines routine takes an array of points as input and connects each consecutive
points with a line. Aesthetically, this display is much more pleasing than just drawing individual \
points and the execution speed is approximately the same as just drawing individual point{
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\110rmal paper E~G recording these marks would have been made on the pieces of paper
"~,._------_ ..._---_..._-..._.- -- -------,--_._-~._---_.~---~~...- _._--~_._---~ ...... _, .._--_.-', ..,-------=-----._-,..~----------~-~--' .-_. --_._-.......--_.- .._._.__._.._~-------
themselves, but during a digitized recording, there must be a mechanism by which these
changes can be noted. Creating a mark which can be opened and closed will achieve this
goal. Opening a mark indicates the initiation of the--,event while closing a mark indicates ---
the termination of the event. A mark is opened by clicking the left button on the mouse
when the pointer is in the BEG acquisition window. This action will cause the
appearance of a small window at the lower left hand comer, allowing the user--to annotate
the m'ark with text. Closing the mark is similar to opening a mark; pushing the right-
most· button when the pointer is in the EEG acquisition window will close the oldest
mark.
Getting the user' input for labeling the mark is non-trivial because it is not
desirable to have the program halt while waiting for the user to type in the annotation"
1 Instead, a small ASCII buffer was set up and updated taking into account the backspaces
and ignoring nonsense keystrokes whenever there was a keystroke- detected by ,the x
Window event handler. The exit condition is indicated by a carriage return. The
response to the keystrokes in this case is not as fast as if the program just waited for the
keystrokes, but it is acceptable. The maximum time required to see a set of keystrokes
echoed on the screen is the amount of time required to process a buffer, which typically
ranges from 0.2 seconds to 1 second. Of course, when the program is idling (meaning
that it is waiting for a buffer to be filled and therefo~is not processing data), it is
scanning the X event buffer as fast as it can (see Figure 8) and the response time is
extremely quick.
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jA menu is used to collect most of the user input when the X window interface is
utilized. The user can change the time scale of the displayed data, change the amplitude"
gain of the EEG data, choose to store or not to store the data, perform a screen dump,
-'--3and choose between the various displays available (such as the FFf, FFT trend, entropy'
trend, and the EEG). The implementation of the menu allows much flexibility for future
modification. One subroutine (add_menu) contains the high level definitions of what
\ each item in the menu should be and how the menu items should be displayed. Another
-....
subroutine (make_menu) uses this information to display the menu and to create an array
of points which indicates the x and y extent of the menu items. When a button press
occurs in the menu window, another subroutine (check_button) compares the location of
the button press against the location of the menu options and returns which option, if
any, was chosen. With this information, an event handler routine takes the appropriate
"-
action to change the state of data collection or the on-line analysis. Due to its
modularity, adding o~ deleting the items in the menu is easy. First the subroutine which
\
contains the high level description of the options should be modified to reflect the desired
/'
changes to the menu. From this information, all other information is updated and the
menu will be created. At this point, only the event handler routine has to be updated to
take the appropriate actions.
3.4.2 Text Interface
In certain situations, it is not desirable to have the graphics interface. For
example, if high sampling rates were being utilized, the time required to display the data
may be just enough to not allow the data collection to take place. Or, if the terminal
"-
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being used were a simple ASCII terminal, then there has to be some support for a text
I
"-
-_......_-- • _"'._._._.. '•. ~ .•__' • ._._.._._"'._~ ••_. ".4._._.__,__~_ • .,.__ .__
, -
mode data collection. In the MSA program, the text mode data collection will take place
. .
automatically if the program detects that the user is 'on a text terminal or If the user
specifically requests non-graphical interface~ In this mode, the program is extremely
,
streamlined. The converted data is retrieved and either stored or not stored, the QIO
buffer is checked for user input, and the loop continues. Accepting text input from the
-user is achieved asynchronously by submitting a-QIO request for text "and using the
status byte to check whether there was any input from the user. Once again, the program
execution does not halt to get these inputs. In this mode the user can choose to store or
not to store the data, and open and close marks. If a mark is opened, the appropriate
annotation is accepted via the. ASCII buffer used in conjunction w,ith the QIO requests.
3.5 .Performance of the MSA Program .
Table 2 Typical Times Required by the MSA Program to Perform a Task
p ;.> & q
*'
Task (all tasks are for 1 seconds worth of data on 16 channels) Time
Sampling Rate @ 250 Hz, display data,lno storage, no analysis 0.05sec
Sampling Rate @ 250 Hz, display data, store data onto 0.1 sec
contiguous disk space, no analysis
Sampling Rate @ 250 Hz, display data, store data onto 0.25 sec
non-contiguous disk space, no analysis
Sampling Rate @ 250 Hz, display data, store data onto 0.5 sec
non-contiguous disk space, perform FFf afId display FIT
Sampling Rate @ 500 Hz, display data, store data onto 0.85 sec
non-contiguous disk space, perform FFf and display. FIT "-
if
?
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Table 2 lists .the typical times r~uired by the MSA program to perform various
~--_._----_ ..~ ...•._----_.,. ----,_ ~ .._...•__ _._-_ __._ __.__.._-----_.-.__._--_..~---~~--_. __._-~.
tasks. Since the performance of th~.,program depends on many variables such as the
CPU usage py other processes and disk fragmentation, these values are variable.
However, the typical values provide an order of magnitude estimate on how much margin
the program has. It is important to note that as faster CPU's become available the
program will be able to handle higher sampling rates. It is also possible to run the
program at higher sampling rates, but a smaller number of channels must be used.
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4 ERD Experiment
.
-~-~-'._~.~ _.._- ~-----_ .._--_ ..._.__._...--.-.~.-._--- -----_.••.. _-----_._---_._---~-
The purpose of the event related desynchronization experiment is to demonstrate
~
the flexibility of the multi-purpose signal acquisition program and to test the hypothesis
that the information content of a subject's EEG signal is correlated to the information that
the subject must supply to complete a task. This hypothesis is tested by comparing the
pre and post stimulus EEG's\ and the entropies calculated from these EEG's. The
experimental procedure, results, and a discussion of these results are presented in this
chapter.
4.1 Introduction
It is generally accepted that the recorded EEG is a reflection of the state of the
underlying neural mass. Many have observed the phenomenon called event related
desynchronization (ERD), or the attenuation of an EEG signal due to a stimulus. The
studies ofERD all have the ultimate goal of attempting to deduce the functional changes
in the brain which cause ERD. Pfurtscheller and Aranibar(1976) quantified the amount
of ERD using the power spectrum of the EEG. Applying this method, Van Winsum et
al (1984) found that increasing cognitive loads of a task increased the amount of
desynchronization thus suggesting that ERD is related to the attentional processes. If the
amount of ERD is an indication of the attentional processes that are ongoing in the brain,
it may be possible to deduce something of the nature of the process by studying ERD.
In the previous studies by Pfurtscheller and Aranibar (1976), the power spectrum
has been used to quantify the amount of ERD exhibited for a given task. To take this
1
a step further, the concept of entropy could be used to quantify the changes in ~EG in
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response to stimuli. In communications, entropy is a measure of information content
------_._.._--'.__._---, ._...- ------- ---- ._----._-'----,--_._--_.~---_.__.._----
in a signal. Inouye et al· (1990) applied the concept of entropy to measure the
irregularity of an BBG by.. using the power spectrum of the BEG as the probability
distribution function for the entropy calculation. Given the difficulties described in the
definition of entropy for BBG, one can ask how good a measure of information transfer
is the entropy calculated from the power spectrum of the BEG.
In this study, the change in entropy of the EEG duringfand after the presentation
of a stimulus is studied with respect to the number of potential responses the subject may
give to a stimulus. It is hypothesized that if the entropy of the BEG signal (calculated
from normalized power spectrum) is a true measure of information content in the area
of the brain from which it is recorded, then the change in entropy should correlate with
the amount of information required to complete the task when recordings are made from
<
areas of the brain involved in deciding how to respond to the stimulus.
4.2 Experimental Procedures
The following sections describe the procedure used to conduct the event related
desynchronization experiment. the subjects who participated in the experiment, the
recording conditions for the BEG, the task, and procedures followed when conducting
the experiment are all described in detail.
4.2.1 Subjects
Seven12 normal subjects (19 to 29 years of age) volunteered to participate in the
!'
12There were actually 10 subjects but data from three subjects was eliminated due to various.
reasons: one subject had continuous high amplitude eye blink interference, one subject had very
high amplitude muscle interference, and one subject could not accomplish the task with an
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study. Six subjects were male, and six were right handed while one was ambidextrous.
• 0
__J. ._.....,.....,_.,__~ ••. ...__._. -'.,~.... " ..•.....,..:. ••_._,_ ..~. ..•_._~_ .... _ > •
. _ ..•,.•------_.•._._._._._----_..~~_._---- ..-_._...... -- _._-~_ ......_---~._._._----,._~_ .._--
All subjects had normal vision or vision corrected to normal. One subject was dyslexic.
, . ,
4.2.2 Task
The task begins as a fixation target lOmm square appear-s-6n a 19 inch color video
monitor on which the subject moves the pointer using a mouse and clicks the mouse
,f "'. "0
button.
r
1.7 secondsafter the fixation target appears, the reaction target, 10mm squar0
appears, and remains illuminated for 0.15 seconds. An illustration of the screen can be
seen on Figure 13. The 1.7 second delay
.I
between the presentation of the fixation
target and the presentation of the reaction 0
• o~
target was determined experimentally to
minimize eye movement, while allowing
at least 1.0 seconds of pre-stimulus data.
The 0.15 second duration for the illumi- [J
D R,sellon Target
Fixation Target
nation of the reaction target was once Figure 13 An Illustration of the Screen
Seen by the Subject During the Task
again chosen to keep the eye from fixat- Localization Task
ing on the reaction target (it is Jownthat it takes roughly 0.2 seconds to fixate on a
target). 1.0 seconds after the reaction target disappears, the fixation target disappears
(and the subject is free to move the pointer to the location where the reaction target had
appeared and clicks the mouse button. If the pointer position is inside the square where
/
the reaction target had appeared, a soft beep provides an auditory confirmation that the
acceptable success rate (60%).
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attempt was a success and the trial ends. If the first attempt was not successful the
______. . . J~ ---------.----------- -------~-----"------.--_
subjecti~ to move the pointer again and attempt to 'find' the location within a 2.2
second time limit. Once the timelimit is reached, a louder beep signals the end of a
.unsuccessful trial. A Timing diagram of the task can be seen on Figure 14.
The 1itiOn of the fixation target on the screen varied in a pseudo random
!TIanner. The fixation target contains three dots. In a normal fixation target the three
dots are arranged horizontally across the center of the target. There was a 80% chance
that a dummy fixation target appeared with the dots arranged in a triangular configura-
prelrlgger .--.;.-----. peat trigger
data hc.....d_al_a _
tion. The subjects were told
--~)
to not click on these dummy
fixation targets thus assuring
that the subject were fixating
on the fixation target.
The reaction target
appears at one of the sixteen
common_byte (2)
user dlcka : 8ubJect allowd 10I : move towlllds tlll'll8t
fixation~ "b ~ rtarget :
..~
1.7$80 :-.-------,
: 1.0seo usef clicks
: on rxn targel
~~on n
target ----- '--------
common_byte(S)\---------'--.;--.....JnL
equally spaced locations on a
circle of radius 56mm wh~e
: ~168ec
--", . MSA programready to COfII
center is located at the center
\.
of the fixation target. There common..;,byte(6\-)----------'--1IL-v_a_lId ~
were five different tasks which Figure 14
differed in how many of the
Timing Diagram for the Stimuli
16 locations the reaction target could have appeared. For a given trial in a task, there
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are a fixed number of locations among the 16 predefined locations in which the reaction
------.----,-.- _.--- taTgei-can-app-ear~---The-posslble locations are-disfiibutlifsymmetrically along-the circle.----
J
For example, if there are four possible locations in which the reaction target could
appear, they were all separated by 90 degrees along the circle to achieve symmetry.
Details of the five tasks are shown in Table 3.
l .
Table 3 Description of the Five Tasks
t"" ,.... '" ! g..- t, , > .p .. X.-%. ...-,.pUz:l, ". ~-- , 6,,"#4..2 , .. 1. ... "d- I. "}S.. t,.-,. -$ .,
Task # of Possible Angle between' Offsets Task
Target Locations Possible Loc. Entropy
. option 1 1 0 1-16 Obits
option 2 2 180 1-8 1 bits
option 4 4 90 1-4 2 bits
option 8 8 45 1-2 3 bits
option 16 16 22.5 1 4 bits
j i f
*
The option 2 task will be used to illustrate how each task is subdivided by offsets.
In the option 2 task, there are two possible locations in which the reaction target could
appear. The two possible locations are on the opposite sides of the circle. If the first
set of trials were performed with the two locations along the vertical axis, then there
were 14 other locations which have not been used. To assure that every location is
exercised for all tasks, the tasks are subdivided into offsets. The offsets refer to the
,
angle that the location of the reaction target closest to the apex makes with the vertical
line. Figure 15'illustrates how the offset number would be assigned for an option 2 task.
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\, As the offset number is increment-
ed, the reaction target locations
move along the circle in a counter
clockwise manner.
The entropy of the task is
calculated by using the number of
possible target location as the
states whose probability is uni-
form. For example, the option
four task has four states whose
Offeet rvferI to how t:r
nay from tho -uerd
the clOlGd recctIon lIrgGt II.
Figure 15 lllustration of the Offset Number
probabilities are 0.25. The task
entropy for option four is 2 bits. The task entropies for each task are listed in Table 3.
4.2.3 Procedure
The subjects were seated in an electrically shielded room on a heavily padded
chair used for clinical EEG studies. The computer display was placed 75cm from the
nasion. Before beginning the study, each subject was given a sufficient number of
practice trials so that at the end of the practice session, they were at least 60% successful
in the task. Because it takes too long to go through the entire study in one continuous
set, the study was divided into smaller sets consisting of trials from the same option
group to give the subjects a chance to relax in-between sets. The sets were arranged to
balance the experiment (See Table 4). The trials from each offset were completed
together before continuing with the trials with the next offset. Within a set of trials with
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one offset, the trials were arranged such that the location of the' target was determined
--,---~------_.~._. ------- __..•.__~._4 .. .__. -:-_. ~._~~ . ~_._.________ ._~"__
in a pseudo-random manner while assuring that each location had the same number of
trials. Before the data collection began for any set of trials for each offset, the subject
was given a number of prelimin~ trials where the task was simulated although no data
was collected during these trials. This provided each subject with a knowledge of the
different locations where the reaction target might appear.
Total #
of Trials
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32
32
16
16
16
16
32
32
48
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The EEG was recorded from the scalp utilizing the 10120 electrodes, from which
16 electrodes were recorded using "lipked mastoids" as the reference. This reference
was chosen because the mastoids (behind the ears) are relatively far from the areas from
which we are interested in recording and are a reliable," stable location to place the
electrodes. These locations offer a relatively uninvolved references for the recordings.
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All electrode impedances were"check to assure.that none were above 2Kohms. The EEG
---'--.._--._-~_._~ .. -._.
was digitized at 250 samples per second and stored onto a hard disk. One second of pre-
trigger and one second of post-trigger data were collected for each trial. The trigger
point was synchronized to the appearance of the reaction target on the screen. (See
Figure 14)
Although we recorded from multiple electrode positions, we decided, as others
have in the past (pfurtscheller and Aranibar, 1976), not to analyze the data from the
temporal and frontopolar electrodes because of a high incidence of muscle and eye
movement interference in these electrodes.
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4.3 Results
_~ ~ ,. • "__..A.,.. " ..---
_..._~--------.------
The raw EEG signal data from the seven subjects were used to calculate the
parameters associated with event related desynchronization. The parameters calculated
included the pre stimulus entropy, post stimulus entropy, pre stimulus spectral power,
and post stimulus spectral power. Those individual trials which were successful (those
where the subject was able to hit' the target within' the timeout period) and was not
rejected due to an artifact were then included in the population used for statistical-
analysis. The rejection criteria for the data were the following: 1) when the absolute
peak to peak amplitude of the maximum and minimum points in the pre-stimulus or the
post stimulus exceeded 200uV or 2) when the ratio of the maximum absolute values from
the pre-stimulus data to that of the post stimulus data was greater than 3.0 or less than
0.33. It is assumed that if any of the two conditions exist, the data were presumed to
contain artifacts and the trial was not included in the population for data anatysis. The
appropriateness of these parameters for rejecting data was later verified by visual
identification of artifacts and measuring their amplitudes. Mor~. than 1500 data points
were available for analysis even after this process of rejection. Statistical analyses, T
""-
tests and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), were performed on the data and those results
are reported in this section.
4.3.1 Averaged Power Spectra
Averaged power spectra were calculated for each task by averaging the power
spectra from those individual trials which were successful and not rejected due to artifact.
These spectra grouped together by_ tasks can be seen in Figure J6 through Figure 20.
!
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Figure 16 Averaged Power Spectra for Option 1
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The power spectra graphs are a composite of two spectra: the solid spectra are the
----._---._----------------------~--~_.-----
--_.-. - ..._.._---_._._----------------~--~.-._---
spectra for the pre-stimulus data, and the dotted spectra are the spectra for the post
stimulus data. The spectra displayed in the accompanying figures are normalized so that
..' the total area under the curve is equal to the mean square amplitude of the time series
that was subjected to spectral analysis. All of the spectra exhibit a peak in the 0 to 5Hz
band. These peaks result )-roI\leyy movement artifacts and are not related to the task
being performed. The pre-stimulus power spectra for the 01, 02, P3, and P4 electrodes
exhibit a peak near lo-15Hz. Comparing these spectra to their post stimulus counter
parts, the post stimulus peaks in the. same frequency band are much lower in amplitude
and wider, thus confrrming that attenuation in amplitude took place during the post
stimulus period. The power spectra from the frontal electrodes, F3 and F4, however,
do not exhibit any event related desynchronization.
4.3.2 Entropy Changes
The pre-stimulus and post stimulus entroI?Y for a trial was calculated from the pre
and post power spectra for the given trial. The change in entropy is defined to be post
stimulus entropy minus the pre-stimulus entropy. The frequency band of 6-20Hz was
.
used to calculate the entropy. This band was selected by examining the power spectra
'-.
~
plots and attempting to encompass all of the peaks related to the l*D. Originally the
./
5-15 Hz band was utilized; but it was noticed that this band included the tail end of the
eye blink artifact and did not include all of the signal peak. The change in entropy for
channel 10 is plotted versus the task groups in Figure 21. In this plot, a significant
dependence of the change in entropy on the task entropy is demonstrated. Individual T
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Table S Summary of Entropy Change for Each Task
-·--------------··--------.-----Channel------.--lOL20--- .-----.:-.Task--.---------.Mean..YalllL.ES~(CL ProJL. , _
Notation Difficulty
9 P3
5 01
10 02
..
4
8
3
P4
C3
C4
1 option 0.162 7.87 O.CXlW
2 option 0.239
4 option 0.299
8 option 0.346
16 option 0.321
1 option 0.170 4.17 0.0027
2 option 0.212
4 option 0.285
8 option 0.280
16 option - 0.290
1 option 0.108 1.38 0.24
2 option 0.155
4 option 0.175
8 option 0.135
16 option 0.157
1 option 0.085 1.96 0.022
2 option 0.101
4 option 0.151
8 option 0.1.52
16 option 0.184
1 option 0.98 0.42
2 option 0.045
4 option 0.056
8 option 0.099
16 option 0.074
1 option 0.042 1.23 0.30
2 option 0.027
4 option 0.072
8 option 0.055
16 option 0.096
ffi
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tests· were applied to the data from each task to th~ null hypothesis that there was no
-------_._~~_._~-------~-----------_._----------
----_._-_.---- -- .-._. - -- ~-----_._----------.....------
~hange in entropy. No significant changes in entropy (at the 0.05 confidence level) were
seen at the F3 or.,f"4 e~trodes, but significant changes in the signal entropy were
observed at the C3, C4, P3, P4, 02, and 01 locations. The spatial distribution of the
delta entropy is such that the change in entropy is greatest near the occipita1locations and
is near zero for the fronta1location. The ANOVA results indicate that in the 01, 02,
and P4 locations, the change in entropy of the BEG signal is significantly different for
the different tasks. These results are tabulated in Table 5.
4.3.3" Delta Entropy vs Task Entropy Linear Regression
To see' whether there is a linear relationship between the change in entropy and
the task entropy, a simple linear regression was performed. Although there was much
scatter in the data, a significant linear relationship was found for P3 (F(1, 1536) =
10.93)13,01 (F(1,1536)=14.02) and 02 (F(l, 1536) =26.95). All other channels yielded
insignificant results. The linear regression results for 01 and 02 are summarized in
Table 6.
4.3.4 Power Ratios
Since the standard method of measuring ERD is to compare the power ratios, the
power ratios were calculated from each trial in which the subject did not miss the target
and was not rejected on the basis of any artifacts as described above. The power ratios
~
were calculated for the 6-20Hz band by summing the 'power spectra over the desired
l:Yrhe format F(1,1536)=1O.93 gives the following information: 1 is the degrees of
freedom, 1536 is the sample size, and 10.93 is the F score.
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Table 6 Summary of Delta-'Entropy VS Task Entropy Linear Regression
--------.------------------------- -----rr::oca=-:- non-----Slope - 9~eI(I:ow)---:....---9S-%--eI(High)--------Intercept--------------
01 0.032 0.0082 0.056 0.18
02 0.043 0.020 0.066 0.18
Change in entropy = (Slope) '" Task Entropy + Intercept
CI = Confidence Interval
; .... , .dt t ,',." ".C.J, .!i""Y'-l i··tli !·dA·t·Uq'kviMMPa§-·tg.Q,...g'k,t i5v\' ,.} Q E "'0" g. ,.t "'1'-" .pM" - .""% l.w",~, __ .'"_ ,2.'
frequencies for the pre and post stimulus segments and taking the ratio of these sums.
The reported ratio is for the pre/post spectral powers. Individual T tests applied to these
/
power ratios demonstrated that they were significantly greater than 1 (at 0.05 level) for
all groups and electrode locations. As in the case of change in entropies, there are
significant relationships between the power ratios and the-task entropies. The ANOVA
results (summarized in Table 7) show that each task resulted In significantly different
power ratios for the 01 and 02 locations as well as at locations C3, C4, P3, P4 but not
at locations F3 and F4.
4.3.5 Hit or Miss
In the previous analysis, all of the data in which the subject missed the reaction
target was ignored. However, in this analysis, the segments of data in which the subject
missed the target and the EEG was not identified as containing artifact were studied. In
particular, data from all trials was grouped and the changes in entropy for the "Hit" and
"Miss" groups were compared for each channel. Since this involved collecting data from
trials with different mean entropy change, we subtracted from each data point in both the
"Hit" and "Miss" trials in each group the mean value of the change in entropy in that
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Table 7 Summary of Power Ratios for Each Task
I_ .' -.-il" ....3,_", '-"ii!Aip.! WI£lXJ t zJ --.J". '. I t" -.,t., , h' " .~C"'" lA'" < ,- .-' I' .·,·5,'
-·-------.···----··--·-··..····.·--Ghannel.-.-·--lOt20·- ····-··.-Task-...----..-.Meaay..alue_LS.core.__ ._Er.o.b
Notation Difficulty· -.-.-------
I
10
5
9
4
8
3
02
01
P3
P4
C3
C4
1 option 1.92
2 option 2.32
4 option 2.62 .
8 option 2.65
16 option 2.79
1 option 2.00
2 option 2.48
4 option 2.68
8 option 2.40
16 option 3.06
1 option 1.61
2 option 1.89
4 option 1.91
"8 option 1:74
16 option 2.10
1 option 1.76
2 option 2.10
4 option 2.03
8 option 1.83
16 option 2.48
1 option 1.34
2 option 1.54
4 option 1.54
8 option 1.39
16 option 1.62
1 option 1.56
2 option 1.7L·
/
4 option 1.61
8 option 1.59
16 option 1.93
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6.51
6.54
3.27
5.04
2.71
2.83
0.(XXH2
0.00012
0.011
0.0007
0.029
0.023
(
particular "Hit" group before collecting and comparing.+the data points (resulting in the
. .
--'~----;-J---_.__•.. _-_._-_ _ .._ _---_,._,.__•.__. ---~-_._.:-.,~ •.., .....i"'_~' ".'__~ F"'A__' __.•.--:-__• __~_~_
mean value pf the change in entropy of the "Hit" group being 0.0). This procedure is
allowable when we are looking for differences between the "Hit" and "Miss" groups,
since,the subtraction mentioned above does not change these differences on any trial.
The 01 and 02 locations gave significant results with the "Miss" group showing 0.116
bits and 0.107 bits less change in entropy respectively than the "Hit" group. The F
values and the probability of the null hypothesis given by the ANOVA were 17.3 and
0.000147 for 01 and 15.4 and 0.000269 for 02. Significant differences were also seen
in the recordings from the P4 and C4 electrodes but not from the other electrodes.
4.3.6 Other Parameters
The movement time is defined as the time between the instant when the fixation target
disappears and the instant when the subject clicks on the reaction target. The mean
movement times for all task groups varied between 1.22 and 1.26 sec with no significant
variation with respect to task groups. The performance of the subjects, the hit' rate,
varied from 75 to 80%, once again with no significant variation with respect to the task
groups. In all groups, the average error in locating the center of the reaction target was
2.1 mm both in the horizontal and vertical directions.
4.4 Discussion
Many aspects of previous ERD experiments have been demonsfratea u'sing the
target localization task. The event related desynchronization can readily be seen by
comparing the pretrigger power spectra with the post trigger power spectra in allS tasks.
The spatial distribution of the power ratios and entropy change for the option 16 task can
'-
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right
'---~delta-entrow- ---~
option 16
r~
0.005
front
F3
0.028
PS
0.184
Ol • 02
". 0.290' 0.521 .'
-.. . ....
. ; c:t ; •••:..•• J::&•••••••• ~
. 0.096' 0.057
there should be a signifIcant variation
Pfurtscheller and Aranibar (1976). At left
fIrst, one might also suppose that
task is visually oriented. This result
is in agreement with the results from
occipita11obe is expected because the
degree of desynchronization in the
-be seen in Figure 22. A greater
-------~._._--~-,._--------,.--_.-,_._.--!"~---_ .._.-_...~---~---,~_.__._----.-._..... __ ..- .....-'~.
in the change in signal entropy with
task diffIculty from the recordings
Front
power ratio
option 16
.Flll·:·tP2 .
. . ' 1.35 : 1.38 .
)
F3 F4
1.411 loll!
01 : 02
". ~.06 : 2.711 •.•.
rightP42.10
P3
2.48
. .
. . ; ..••.~3, ••.•• :•••.•C4 ..•.•. : .
1.113 . 1.62 .
left
expected of the subject are similar in
in such a way that the movements
However, we have designed the task
motor areas of the brain are located.
over the frontal cortex where the
each task and so this effect IS not
... .:- ..
observed.
The strong relationship be-
Figure 22 The Spatial Distribution of ERD
Measures for the Option 16 Task.
tween the change in signal' entropy and the task entropy indicates that the entropy
calculated from the power spectrum of the EEG is indeed a measure of information
content required to complete the task~ This assertion is further supported by the fact that
in the cases where the subject missed the target, the change in entropy was signifIcantly
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less than in the case in which they did hit the target. This is consistent with the
-'-.-------.----.-.~--~.----'.--.-.--,---------,--'-------------- ...~ ....._._~f:_"
hypothesis that in those cases in which the subject missed the target, not enough
information was transmitted to accurately complete the task. It is important to note that
if our calculated signal entropy were a perfect measure of the information content in the
areas of the brain involved in this task, the slope of change in signal entropy versus~sk
entropy would be unity. In fact, although highly significant, this slope is quite small.
There are many possible reasons for this. First, the entropy calculated from the(
normalized power spectrum may not be the best measure of information content. This
will be investigated in the future by choosing other measures of information content such
as the entropy based on the amplitude histogram to see if there is a closer correlation
between their changes and the task entropy. Second it is possible that the poor frequency
resolution (1Hz) of our power spectra, due to the short time epochs durin~ which data
must be analyzed, may make the estimation of the true information content difficult. In
the third place, not all of the electrical activity recorded from an area of the scalp comes
from areas of the brain dedicated to the single taskunder study and hence we always
expect to see less of a change in the power spectrum during a task than one would
theoretically expect if one were dealing with the a pure recording from a small area of
the brain with a single function. This effect could be investigated in more detail in the
r
future by recording the EEG directly from the surface of the brain so that each electrode
picks up signals from a much smaller area of the cerebral cortex.
The relationship between the change in entropy and the task entropy most likely
has its basis in the mechanisms of attentional processes. The pathways important in the
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·sensory attention are shown /on Figure 23. 14 The neural networks illustrated in this
figure are very similar to those described by Steriade et al (1990) as the source of
rhythmic waves inEEG;hence, one would expect-that attentional processes would_
strongly alter the power spectrum of. the EEG. If the attentional processes directly affect
the "oscillator" causing the rhythmic waves, then the ERD in the visual cortex (occipital
locations) can be expected for the target location task which is visually oriented.
Although it is clear that the amount of ERD as measured by the power ratios and
change in entropy both show a correlation to the task entropy, the exact nature of the
relationship is not clear. There seems to
be a linear portion of the curve in which
the amount of ERD changes linearly with
task entropy. But, at higher task entro-
pies, the relationship seems to saturate
although more points beyond the option
_16 task are required to verify this.
Given that both the changes In
entropy and the power ratios manifested
the linear relationship with respect to the
task entropies, one must ask whether they
are just different ways of expressing the
ASSOOATOI
CORTEX • 3 r----,
"..
$-0'"
Figure 23 Pathways Important in Sensory
same quantity. The linear regression of Attention
l%is Figure was modified from Heilman and Valenst~in, 1985.
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change in entropy versus power ratio does show a significant relationship ( F(!, 1536) =
497, R2=O.24 for 01 location), although the changes in power ratio explain only at most
24 % of the variance in entropy. This fact indicates that, although the power ratio and
entropyare correlated measures, they may contain different information. This conclusion
is supported by ,the different spatial distribution of the significant res~lts. The statis-
- 7 '
tica1ly significant results for the power ratios were obtained from all locations whereas
the entropy changes are significant only over the central, parietal, and occipital areas.
If that is the case, the next obvious question is which i~ more appropriate? The answer
to this question may lie with the hit/miss data.- In the occipital locations, the power ratio
of the trials in which the subject missed the target is not significantly different from that
of trials in which the subject hit the target. On the other hand, theentropy changes show
significant differences between the hit and miss groups, as mentioned before. This
suggests that the change in signal entropy better reflects the ongoing attentional processes
in the brain; however, more investigations are necessary to be certain of this.
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5 Conclusion
The MSA program was designed to fill the need for a flexible data acquisition
system allowing routine data collection while accommodating the 9ynamic needs of a
research environment. It provides digitized signal acquisition, storage, display, and
analysis for routine dat&-.c..ollection, and yet is flexible enough to be used for complex
( .
tasks such as synchronized data collection. Its utility was demonstrated by perfoqning
the event related desynchronization experiment using the synchronized data collection
mode of the MSA program in conjunction with target localization task program.
The results of the ERD experiments suggest that the entropy calculated from the
power spectra of the EEG is a measure of information content in EEG's. The exact
nature of the relationship between the entropy calculated from an EEG and the
information required to perform a task is not yet clear and will require further
investigation.
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Appendix A
Hard Copies of the Screen Displays Available
on the Multi-purpose Signal Acquisition Program
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Figure AI: The BEG display window is shown in this figure. The three main section
of the multi-purpose signal acquisition program's graphics display can be
- seen: the data display section (the largest section displaying the wave
forms), the me~u, and information display section Gust below the da~
display section). A low frequency sinusoidal wave is being displayed on
Figure A2:
channelL
This figtC-e shows the Fast Fourier Transform (FFf) display screen. Each
:./
of the segments represent 1 second epochs. The FFT is calculated for
each channel for every epoch. At the bottom of the data display section,
the frequency range can be seen. The frequency range can be changed
using the menu. Channell, which has a low frequency sinusoidal wave,
shows a sharp peak near DC.
Figure A3: The entropy trend plot display is shown in this figure. An entropy
number is calculated for each ep~Q of EEG collected. The trend plot is
then updated every second with one additional point. Channel 1 sh9wS a
,/
fairly low entropy because its power spectrum is a sharp peak (the original
signal is a sinusoid). On the other hand, channel 2 exhibits high entropy
because it is just noise cause by coupling to the signal in channel 1 and
has many peaks as can be seen in Figure A2. The absolute values of the
entropies are not important in a trend plot; its goals are to monitor
changes and to detect patterns over a long period of time.
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Figure Al The ERG Display Screen
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Appendix B
IDustrations of the Brain Anatomy
,I
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Pituitary
-----------Spinalcord\
-':'f-"C:"'"---------Cerebra\ cortex
HINDBRAIN {pons
Medulla oblongata '5~~m1CerebeUurn-----'>,--~ ~
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Figure Bl Overall Anatomy of the Brain
This figure illustrate the anatomy of the brain along the midsagittal plane, a plane
that cuts the body into left and right halves (Campbell, 1990).
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Internal medullary
lamln~~
Midline
(median) nuclei
Schematic section
through thalamus
(at level of broken
line shown in figure
at right)
Intralamlnar
nuclei
Reticular nucleus
Thalamic nuclei
eM Centromedlan
LD Lateral dorsal
LP Lateral posterior
M .Medial group
MD Medial dorsal
VA Ventral anterior
VI Ventral Intermedial
VL Ventral lateral
VP Ventral posterior
VPL Ventral posterolateral
VPM Ventral posteromedial
'----+-Pulvinar
'----Lateral geniculate body
Medial geniculate body
Schematic representation of thalamus
(external medullary lamina and
reticular nuclei removed)
I
Figure B2 Schematic Representation of the Thalamus
In the schematic representation of the thalamus, the location of the NRT (nuclear
thalamus reticularis) can be seen (Netter, 1986)
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TEMPoRAL WBE
PrimaIy
motor
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Auditory
association
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DcCIPrrAL LOBE
Figure B3 Lobes of the Cerebral Cortex and their Functions
The cerebral cortex is the largest part of the brain. The primary sensory and
motor functions are located here. This illustration depicts the lobes of the cerebral cortex
and shows the specialized function localized in each lobe.
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